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Introduction

•Multi-parameter hierarchical clustering was
first introduced by Carlsson–Mémoli [CM10].

• In many applications, the goal is to
understand clustering structure across a range
of distance scales and density thresholds

Kernel density bifiltration

• Introduced in [RS20], generalizes the
degree-Rips bifiltration [LW15].

•Filters a metric probability space according
to density estimates computed for all choices
of bandwidth parameter.

•Satisfies a stability theorem.

Density-based clustering

• If f is a density function, define the
density-contour hierarchical clustering by
taking connected components of super-level
sets.

•Density-based clustering is the problem of
approximating this, given finite samples.

•By applying single-linkage to the kernel
density bifiltration, and taking one-parameter
slices, we obtain an approach to density-based
clustering.

• Inherits a stability theorem.

Figure: A density function f on the real line, and a heat map representing the kernel density
bifiltration of the support of f . The dashed line is a choice of one-parameter slice.

Density estimation

•Density estimation is the problem of
approximating the density function f itself.

•There is a related approach to density
estimation.

•There is no longer any invariant from
topology, like H0 or π0, in this application.

Future directions

•Tools from multi-parameter persistence can
be used to avoid fixing distance scales or
density thresholds.

•Such parameters appear in many
geometrically motivated algorithms in data
analysis: where else can these tools be
applied?
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